Neurasthenia: tour in Russia and other news!
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Spider Rock Promotion is proud to announce the first official tour in Russia of
Neurasthenia !
The band put on fire the country for two weeks starting next headliner on September 13. These
are the confirmed dates:
13.09 - Saint Petersburg - Ulitka
14.09 - Moscow - M-Club
15.09 - Ryzan - Planetary club
16.09 - Penza - Zakhvat
17.09 - Samara - Krater
18.09 - Nizhnekamsk - Bars, clubs
19.09 - TBA
20.09 - Perm - TBA
21.09 - Tyumen - Zhara
22.09 - Ekaterinburg - Luna
23.09 - Izhevsk - Podval
24.09 - Ioshkar Ola - TBA
25.09 - Nizhny Novgorod - Paradise Club
Neurasthenia I will be embarking on this adventure, despite a drastic change in the line-up that
has made great efforts necessary for the preparation of the show. In fact, Phil has officially left
the band for personal differences.
Neil, Lehmann & Rudy want to take this opportunity to greet and thank Phil for all the good
times spent together. With great sadness make public the news of his departure from the band
and wish him the best for his future projects.
From this time on guitar Lehmann will (temporarily, with the possibility of staying in the role)
while Matt Checcoli (Ophiura) will play bass on tour as a session man.
Rudy, for reasons not related to his will is unable to follow his band on this tour in Russia and
provides fans the professionalism of its sotituto Rick Perugini (Desecrhate, Toxic Slim), who will
accompany the Neurasthenia as a session drummer. We will review Rudy hides behind the next
event in the Italian Neurasthenia, when the band will be headlining a festival to be held in
Moline (BO) on October 1 next, and of which more details will follow.
The band also stated that due to the sudden departure was forced to relinquish the "Bologna
Loves New York", scheduled for September 11 Estragon in Bologna.
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Neurasthenia Russian Tour 2011 Line-Up:
Neil - Vox / Guitar
Lehmann - Guitar
Matt Checcoli - Bass
Rick Perugini - Drum
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